In the past decade there has been a dramatic increase in (1) understanding the neurophysiological components of the pain experiences, (2) randomized clinical trials testing the efficacy of hypnotic treatments on chronic pain, and (3) laboratory research examining the effects of hypnosis on the neurophysiological processes implicated in pain. Work done in these areas has not only demonstrated the efficacy of hypnosis for treating chronic pain but is beginning to shed light on neurophysiological processes that may play a role in its effectiveness. This paper reviews a selection of published studies from these areas of research, focusing on recent findings that have the most potential to inform both clinical work and research in this area. The paper concludes with research and clinical recommendations for maximizing treatment efficacy based on the research findings that are available.
Chronic pain, defined as pain lasting longer than 6 months [1] , is a complex experience that requires multifaceted approaches for both evaluation and treatment [1, 2] . Chronic pain is considered to have an underlying biological basis, for which medications and physical treatments are commonly prescribed. Medical approaches for pain relief and management include pharmacological and surgical interventions as well as physical therapy. While nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs are commonly used to treat mild pain from inflammation, opioid analgesics are the mainstay of pharmacologic treatment of moderate to severe pain [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, prolonged use of opioids may result in opioid tolerance and opioid-induced hyperalgesia, which is an increased sensitivity to pain. These problems, coupled with unpleasant medication side effects, may lead to discontinuation of treatment [7] . Depending on the patient's condition and cause of pain, surgery is typically considered for the treatment of chronic pain when it is deemed medically necessary or after other treatments have failed. These include intrathecal drug delivery [8] , spinal cord stimulation [9] , radiofrequency ablation [10] , and chemical sympathectomy [11] . One concern is that even though surgical procedures can provide pain relief, they also may permanently damage the person's ability to perceive other sensations, such as light touch and temperature changes, and can cause different pain problems to occur.
Medical approaches for pain reduction are only one element of an interdisciplinary approach, since gains in physical and social functioning are important goals as well [12] . Psychosocial and neuropsychological models of chronic pain show that pain treatment cannot focus solely on the sensation of pain itself (e.g., pain intensity) but must also consider the affective (e.g., emotional suffering), cognitive (e.g., beliefs about pain) and behavioral (e.g., inactivity) responses which also impact the overall experience of pain [13] [14] [15] . This idea has been further supported by research evaluating the neurophysiological mechanisms implicated in pain, which will be described below. Thus, there is a need to offer treatments for chronic pain that may affect any or all components of the pain experience.
In addition to medical approaches for pain relief and management, patients with chronic pain are also seeking complementary and alternative therapies, such as hypnosis [15] . Training patients to use hypnosis is one treatment for chronic pain that has been evaluated across a variety of conditions, including fibromyalgia, low back pain, disabilityrelated pain, cancer-related pain, arthritis, irritable bowel syndrome, and headache [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Hypnosis can be used as a stand-alone or adjunctive treatment, with some research demonstrating the ability Implications Researchers: Researchers should consider evaluating suggestion type when studying pain-related and functional outcomes and the neural networks implicated in both pain and hypnosis.
Practitioners: Hypnosis can be used as either a stand-alone or adjunct treatment for chronic pain, and different types of suggestions should be considered for improving pain and other functional outcomes.
Policymakers: Hypnosis is an important treatment to cover in policies geared to promote wellness and health of individuals with chronic pain, especially given its minimal side effects and relatively low cost to implement.
for hypnosis to enhance the benefits of other psychological interventions [20, [24] [25] [26] [27] and physical interventions, including medications and standard medical care [22, [28] [29] [30] . During hypnosis, individuals are given an invitation to focus their attention through an induction, followed by suggestions for change or improvement [31] . While the format of hypnosis can vary greatly, such as the length of the induction or the types of suggestions given, overall research suggests that hypnosis is a viable treatment option for chronic pain, demonstrated through improvements in several pain-related outcomes, including pain intensity, duration, and frequency [16] [17] [18] 32] . Patients can also learn self-hypnosis, which is self-guided and can be practiced away from the clinical setting.
The goal of this topical review is to first give a brief review of the neurophysiological processes that underlie the experience of pain. We will then describe research that has evaluated hypnosis for chronic pain, specifically focusing on the role of suggestion type (e.g., suggestions for a reduction in pain) on pain outcomes. Next, we will discuss recent research studying the specific neurophysiological processes that are affected during hypnosis. Finally, clinical and research implications will be discussed.
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN PAIN PERCEPTION AND REGULATION
As research has demonstrated the feasibility and efficacy of hypnosis as a stand-alone and adjunctive treatment for chronic pain, there has been a drive to better understand the potential mechanisms of hypnosis on the pain experience by examining the neurophysiological processes that are implicated in pain. Advances in brain imaging techniques over the past decade have led to a greater understanding of the supraspinal central nervous system areas (i.e., brain stem and brain) that are involved in the processing of nociception, or the information that is sent from nerve receptors that signal the possibility of injury. When physical injury occurs, nerve receptors that respond to the injury transmit information about damage (or potential damage) along specific nerve fibers (C, A delta, A beta fibers) that run to the dorsal horn in the spinal cord. Here, this information is relayed through the spinal-thalamic tract, which is a key pathway for transmitting nociceptive information to the brain. The information is then processed in multiple supraspinal areas, including the thalamus, prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the primary (S1) and secondary (S2) somatosensory cortices, and the insula [33, 34] .
The thalamus is considered to be the primary relay center for transmitting pain information from the periphery and spinal cord to several sites in the cortex involved in processing nociceptive information. One site is the prefrontal cortex, which is thought to encode the cognitive aspects of both acute and chronic pain, including evaluating the meaning of pain and making executive decisions regarding how best to cope with pain [33] . Another site, the ACC, is related to the affective/emotional component of pain (i.e., suffering) [33, 35] and the motivational-motor aspects of pain (e.g., preparing to do something about pain), including the initiation and facilitation of behavioral coping efforts [36, 37] . The somatosensory cortices (S1 and S2) process sensory information about nociception, including location (e.g., left hand), severity, and identification (e.g., burn). Finally, the insula is responsible for encoding a person's sense of his or her physical condition across a variety of domains as they relate to motivation (e.g., the extent to which people feel pain vs. feel physically content). In particular, the insula becomes more active when there are threats (e.g., a lack of oxygen, pain, low blood sugar) to what the body needs for survival [36, 38] . Research suggests that the insula plays a leading role in triggering the pain network and the resulting emergence of the subjective pain experience [39] .
The brain areas and structures described above work closely together and along with other central nervous system structures in an integrated way to produce the experience labeled as pain [34] . These structures make up the "pain matrix," and pain is not experienced unless these supraspinal cortical areas are active. Activation of peripheral and spinal mechanisms of nociception is neither necessary nor sufficient to produce the perception of pain. Essentially, the brain holds the primary responsibility for if and how we experience pain. This helps explain why pain can be experienced even if no nociception is present (e.g., phantom limb pain). Importantly, pain can be decreased or eliminated when these processes are interrupted. As will be seen, there is evidence that hypnosis can influence each of these structures.
HYPNOSIS AND HYPNOTIC SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRONIC PAIN As described above, hypnosis has been found to be an effective treatment for chronic pain across several conditions [15, 16] . Studies have shown that approximately 70% of individuals with chronic pain are able to experience a short-term reduction in chronic pain during a treatment session or hypnosis practice, and between 20% and 30% achieve more permanent reductions in daily pain [15, 40] . There is also evidence to suggest that hypnosis may be more effective in treating neuropathic or vascular pain and less efficacious in treating primarily musculoskeletal pain (e.g., low back pain) [15] . There are two main theories on why hypnosis may work. Trait theories [41] state that individuals vary in their level of hypnotizability, with individuals high in hypnotic suggestibility responding better to hypnotic suggestions. While there is evidence that level of suggestibility has been significantly related to hypnotic outcomes [15, 18] , studies have also found that individuals low in hypnotizability can also experience improvements in pain after hypnosis [42] [43] [44] , and some research had found no association between level of hypnotizability and outcome [45, 46] . Social-cognitive theories suggest that expectancies, motivation, and environmental cues contribute to an individual's responsiveness to hypnotic suggestions and that improvements are made via cognitive changes that alter the affective components of pain [18, 45, 47, 48] . For instance, one study found treatment outcome expectancies to be moderately to strongly associated with improvements in pain intensity over time [45] . Overall, while research suggests that there is evidence to support both theories, there is a lack of consistent evidence to suggest that either theory is entirely sufficient to explain why hypnosis is effective [18] . This is an area that needs continued research.
As stated above, hypnosis can vary considerably in how it is presented [15] . One way in which it can vary is by the suggestions used when treating chronic pain. When hypnosis is used as a treatment for chronic pain, suggestions for change or improvement may target several pain-related outcomes, including decreasing pain, increasing comfort, improving one's ability to ignore or shift attention away from pain, or changing the sensation of pain to another sensation, such as tingling or numbness [31] . Additionally, suggestions may focus on improvements in other areas of life that can be influenced by or that influence pain, such as improved selfefficacy, changes in beliefs or attitudes, increased activity, or improved sleep quality. Studies evaluating hypnosis for chronic pain have used different combinations of these types of suggestions, with overall findings demonstrating hypnosis to be at least as effective as other active treatments (e.g., relaxation, biofeedback), and advantageous when compared to treatment as usual [15] [16] [17] [18] .
More recently, research has begun to focus on the role of the specific types of suggestions used in hypnosis. A recent review [49] found that in studies that utilized only pain-specific suggestions (e.g., reduction in pain intensity) [20, 22, 27, 42, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] , hypnosis was overall more effective than control groups in improving pain outcomes, including pain severity [27] , intensity [22, 50, 51] , and duration [50, 51] . Hypnosis with only pain-specific suggestions was found to be at least as effective in improving pain intensity when compared to active treatments, including cognitive behavior therapy [27] , biofeedback [42] , and autogenic training [52, 55] . Some studies have found hypnosis to be significantly more effective compared to active treatments in improving outcomes such as increased use of coping strategies (when compared to autogenic training) [56] and sleep (when compared to relaxation) [57] .
Only two studies evaluating hypnosis for chronic pain were found that used nonpain-related suggestions exclusively (e.g., improved fatigue, self-confidence, feeling healthier) [21, 26] . One study found hypnosis to be significantly more effective in improving pain intensity and decreasing pain medication use compared to relaxation and a control group at a 4-week follow-up. By the 8-week followup, both hypnosis and relaxation were more effective than the control group (but equal to each other), and all three groups had equal outcomes 6 months after treatment ended [21] . Another study found significantly greater improvements in severe pain when patients were given a combination of hypnosis and biofeedback compared to each treatment alone [26] . Thus, despite a lack of pain-specific suggestions, there is some evidence that suggestions for improvements in other areas of life can positively influence pain intensity.
In studies that have used a combination of painspecific and nonpain-related suggestions, the majority of findings have shown that hypnosis is more effective than both active and control treatments across several different pain outcomes, including pain intensity [45, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] , pain sensation [59, 60] , perceived control over pain [65] . pain interference [45] , and decreased use of pain medications [57, 64] . Additionally, improvements have been found other outcomes, including emotional distress and sleep [57, 63] . The effect on pain outcomes appears to be more consistent when a combination of suggestions is given than when hypnosis includes only either pain-specific or nonpain-related suggestions [16] . When considering biopsychosocial and neuropsychological models of pain, using a combination of pain-specific and nonpain-related suggestions may be more effective because these suggestions can target not only pain itself, but emotional (e.g., suggestions for improved mood), cognitive (e.g., suggestions for increased self-efficacy), and behavioral (e.g., suggestions for improved sleep) factors that play an important role in the pain experience. This implies that a combination of suggestions, which can be tailored to the individual, covering improvements in pain (e.g., reduction in pain severity), improvements in other pain-related outcomes (e.g., changing attitudes about pain), and improvements in other areas of life (e.g., improved stress management) may provide the most relief from the effects of chronic pain [16] . This is an area of research that needs further research.
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HYPNOSIS
Given the evidence that hypnosis can be effective in improving pain outcomes, coupled with research evaluating the neurophysiological components implicated in pain, recent reviews and research [32, 34, 66] have evaluated studies exploring the neurophysiological effects of hypnosis. These studies have concluded that hypnosis can impact pain by affecting a number of different neurophysiological processes that make up the pain matrix, rather than by influencing a single mechanism or process. Specifically, research indicates that hypnosis can impact activity in: (1) the periphery and spinal cord [67] [68] [69] , (2) the thalamus [65, 70, 71] , (3) the sensory cortices [72, 73] , (4) the insula [70, 71, 73] , (5) the ACC [35, 70, 71, [73] [74] [75] , and (6) the prefrontal cortex [70, 71, 73, 76] . Given the extensiveness of these previous reviews, this section will briefly review past research that has examined the neurophysiological effects of hypnotic analgesia, specifically focused on the role of suggestion type [35, 72, 77] . Additionally, three studies that were not included in these previous reviews will be discussed, including one recent study evaluating the neurophysiological mechanisms associated with hypnotic induction and two studies that studied the neural processes correlated with suggestions [73, 76, 78] .
McGeown and colleagues specifically focused on the neural correlates of hypnotic induction [76] . fMRI was used to measure high and low hypnotizable participants (i.e., individuals who do not typically respond to hypnotic suggestions) during a hypnotic induction and out of hypnosis. Results found that those high in hypnotizability showed reductions in brain activity in the anterior "default mode" network, which includes the prefrontal cortex, whereas participants low in hypnotizability did not. The "default mode" network includes the pattern of spontaneous brain activity that occurs during a normal resting state [79] . This pattern of neural activity during a resting state is associated with the "mind wandering," whereas reductions in activity in the default mode during a hypnotic induction may suggest an increased focus or preparedness for whatever may follow next, which in the case of hypnosis would be hypnotic suggestions. In contrast to previous research, no increases in activation were found. The authors suggest that this observation may be specific to the hypnotic induction and not necessarily to the entire hypnotic experience, especially for individuals who are highly hypnotizable. While this study suggests that there is a reduction in prefrontal activity during the induction, this study was not designed to determine whether or not this reduction actually affected responsiveness to suggestions and which neural pathways may be implicated during hypnotic suggestions.
There is a dearth of research studying the role of suggestions, more specifically suggestion type, on various neurophysiological pathways implicated in pain. In the research that has been conducted, one study found that suggestions for decreasing pain unpleasantness were associated with decreased activity in the ACC, which is associated with the affective component of pain. In contrast, changes in activity in the ACC were not found for suggestions to decrease pain intensity. Suggestions for decreasing pain unpleasantness did not result in changes in activity in the somatosensory cortices, which process sensory information about nociception (e.g., pain severity) [35] . However, another study found that suggestions specific to decreasing pain intensity were associated with decreased activity in the S1 cortex, with a similar pattern for the S2 cortex but no decreased activity in the ACC [72] . One study gave suggestions for varying levels of pain with or without a hypnotic induction by asking patients with fibromyalgia to visualize a dial turning their pain up or down (i.e., high vs. low pain intensity). Results found that neural structures commonly associated with the "pain matrix," including the cerebellum, ACC, insula, and right prefrontal cortex, were activated after the suggestions were given; however, greater activation was seen after the hypnotic induction compared to the nonhypnotized condition in these structures. Patients also reported a greater decrease in pain after the "low" pain suggestion when the suggestion followed a hypnotic induction. These results suggest that hypnosis may alter responsiveness to suggestions via changes in brain activity found after a hypnotic induction [77] .
One recent study by Raij and colleagues [78] evaluated brain activation using fMRI during suggestions for pain (e.g., increasing pain on back of left hand), holding the pain level for 30 s (e.g., pain will remain stable), followed by pain relief (e.g., pain goes completely away) given multiple times over the course of 12 min. During the periods of suggestions for increasing pain, activation was found in several areas, including the right inferior frontal gyrus, insula, ACC, prefrontal cortex, temporal lobes, supplementary motor cortices, premotor cortices, and the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). During the period participants were asked to continue feeling the pain, more activation was seen in the S2 cortex, which was significantly related to the amount of subjective pain reported. Structures that were activated during pain initiation, with the exception of the insula, were also active during pain maintenance. Overall, these results demonstrate the role of cognitive (e.g., DLPFC) and emotionalmotivational (e.g., ACC, insula) structures on initiation and maintenance of pain.
Another recent study by Nusbaum and colleagues [73] in patients with chronic back pain evaluated the neural networks activated during normal alertness and hypnosis for both direct analgesic suggestions (i.e., to alter the intensity and location of pain) and indirect suggestions (i.e., referencing general well-being with no mention of the pain). Using positron emission tomography, participants were given either direct or indirect suggestions first during normal alertness and then followed by a hypnotic induction. Neural activity was compared in two primary ways: (1) normal alertness vs. hypnosis, regardless of suggestion type, and (2) direct vs. indirect suggestions, regardless of hypnotic condition (i.e., normal alertness or hypnosis). Imaging showed shared and unique activation and deactivation for both types of comparisons. Based on the imaging results, the findings indicated that sugges-tions given during normal alertness activated a cognitive-sensory network, including the temporal cortices and cerebellum, whereas suggestions given during hypnosis-activated brain regions associated with an emotional-weighted neural network, including areas such as the medial prefrontal cortex and anterior insula. Comparing direct and indirect suggestions, results found direct suggestions activated areas in the frontotemporal network, whereas indirect suggestions activated more widespread areas. These finding suggest the possibility that direct suggestions may work via networks involved in cognitive processes, while indirect suggestions may influence outcomes via an emotional-weighted network.
Comparing improvements in pain intensity, results found that both types of suggestions significantly decreased pain intensity after hypnosis. However, only direct suggestions were found to decrease pain intensity after normal alertness. Results also showed that the decrease in pain intensity was significantly greater after hypnosis than after normal alertness. The authors hypothesized that hypnosis had a greater effect with both types of suggestions due to the emotional-weighted network involved in both hypnosis and with indirect suggestions.
In sum, research has demonstrated that hypnosis can impact several different neurophysiological processes, many of which are implicated in the experience of pain. As described above, pain is a complex experience that involves cognitive, affective, and sensory components that may also be activated during hypnosis. What is not yet known is whether the neurophysiological changes observed following hypnosis that are associated with improvements in pain represent key biological mechanisms of hypnosis, or if they are simply by products of hypnosis and pain relief.
DISCUSSION

Clinical Implications
There are a number of important clinical implications of the research findings regarding the effects and mechanisms of hypnosis. First, given the strong evidence that hypnosis is an effective treatment for chronic pain, coupled with its cost-effectiveness and minimal side effects [80, 81] , it can be concluded that hypnosis is a reasonable approach for clinicians to use for helping patients better manage with chronic pain. Second, given evidence that adding hypnosis to other treatments, such as CBT [25] or cognitive therapy [24] , may enhance the efficacy of those treatments, hypnosis can be considered a reasonable adjunct to other psychological interventions. Therefore, clinicians who treat patients with chronic pain would do well to consider learning and incorporating hypnotic techniques into their practice.
A third clinical implication is that when using hypnosis or teaching patients self-hypnosis for pain management, clinicians should use a variety of suggestions that target improvement in the multiple components of pain (e.g., sensory, affective, cognitive, motivational) [82] . Jensen [34, 83] provided an extensive list of suggestions based on the neurophysiological processes associated with both pain and hypnosis. For example, suggestions targeting the somatosensory cortex may focus on directly decreasing pain intensity, whereas suggestions affecting the ACC might include positive changes in the affective response to pain. The prefrontal cortex may be targeted with suggestions to change the meaning of pain or focus on meaningful or enjoyable activities. Suggestions can also target the many functional domains that can be negative affected by pain (e.g., sleep quality, physical activity, depression).
Another important consideration when choosing suggestions is the goal of treatment. While one goal may be to decrease the intensity of pain, an arguably important (if not more important) goal of treatment may be to increase quality of life, return to work, or improve function in daily activities regardless of pain level [84] [85] [86] . However, although hypnosis has now demonstrated efficacy for pain reduction, there are very few studies that have tested the efficacy of hypnotic suggestions for improving other outcomes that are affected by pain, such as return to work, increased social activity, improved sleep quality, or improved physical functioning. Given evidence that hypnosis can enhance the efficacy of CBT interventions that target behavioral change in nonpain populations [87] , there is good reason to expect that hypnosis and hypnotic suggestions could enhance functional outcomes. Suggestions may also be directed towards improvement with physical interventions, such as better adherence to medications or increased motivation to participate in physical therapy. The literature is full of examples of hypnotic suggestions that can be used to target many different outcomes. Two excellent resources for exploring the many different possible suggestions include Cory Hammond's Handbook of hypnotic suggestions and metaphors [88] and the collected papers of Milton H. Erickson on hypnosis [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] . Thus, suggestions for increasing activity, improving motivation to return to work or participate in rehabilitation therapies, or feeling more connected with a social network may play a critical role achieving successful outcomes with chronic pain populations [15] .
Research Implications
While research has demonstrated activity in various areas of the nervous system and neurophysiological processes that are implicated in both pain and hypnosis, more research is needed to further evaluate how specific types of hypnotic suggestions may serve to improve pain outcomes as well as further our understanding of the neurophysiological mechanisms at work. Studies have made beginning steps in pursuing this type of research [35, 72, 73, 77] . As we learn more about the pain mechanisms that are specific to an individual's pain experience, we may be able to test specific suggestions that target those neural pathways [34] . There may be ways to maximize on both the cognitive-sensory and emotion-weighted networks implicated in both hypnosis and suggestion type. For instance, a recent study compared hypnosis to cognitive restructuring (CR) and a combination treatment in which CR was conducted in the context of hypnosis. Hypnosis consisted of suggestions for improving pain-related outcomes and the option of also have two additional suggestions chosen by the participant, such as increased energy or improved sleep. CR focused on reducing catastrophizing cognitions, which have been associated with worse pain outcomes [94] . The novel treatment condition combined both CR and hypnosis by giving participants suggestions during hypnosis for increasing acceptability regarding the ambiguity of pain sensations, increasing pain-related self-efficacy, automatically monitoring and restructuring catastrophizing cognitions into more realistic and reassuring thoughts, and increasing a sense of control over pain. Results showed hypnosis to be more effective than CR in reducing pain intensity. Both CR and hypnosis were found to significantly decrease pain catastrophizing. Interestingly, the strongest effects for reducing pain intensity and pain-related catastrophizing were found after the combination hypnosis-CR treatment. It may be that this combination treatment affected a broader neural network, resulting in larger effects than either CR or hypnosis alone. Future research could evaluate which neural networks are at play during these types of suggestions.
More research is also needed on the role of suggestion on other functional outcomes, such as return to work, increased activity, or daily functioning. While the primary outcomes of research in this area have reported on pain-specific outcomes (e.g., pain intensity), other types of functional outcomes are commonly not evaluated or reported. As suggested above, a decrease in pain intensity may not be the only important outcome. Evaluating suggestions that may increase, for example, a patient's desire to participate in an exercise program has the potential to not only influence pain-specific outcomes but other outcomes important for daily functioning. Future research should consider these types of outcomes both in terms of choosing suggestions to be given during hypnosis and for measuring whether or not a treatment has made significant improvements.
As has been discussed elsewhere, there is also a need for standardized procedures for testing the effects of hypnosis as well as publishing or making easily available the hypnotic protocols used [16] [17] [18] 95 ]. As described above, studies have included painspecific suggestions, nonpain-related suggestions, neither type, or both. More recent research has also included posthypnotic suggestions, such as suggestions to use pain as a cue to take a deep breath, relax, or think of good memories [58, 59] , or suggestions for the benefits of hypnosis to continue beyond the hypnotic session [24, 45, 65] . More research is needed to better understand how suggestion types impact pain and related outcomes. Being specific as to the types of suggestions used and their relation to changes in pain-related outcomes also allows for easier replication and extension of future research [16, 95] .
Finally, there is a need for more research to study the mechanisms (why it works) and moderators (for whom it works) of hypnosis. Trait theories argue that it is related to hypnotizability and the state of hypnosis, whereas social-cognitive models state that it is because of expectancies, motivation, and environmental cues. However, neither model has garnered overwhelming support in clinical studies [18, 45, 46] . Additional models may need to be developed to better answer these questions, and research will be needed to test these new models. There is also limited knowledge about how different physical interventions may impact hypnosis. For instance, it is currently unknown whether different medications interact (if at all) with hypnosis, or if participation in a physical intervention (e.g., physical therapy) in addition to hypnosis improves both pain and other functional outcomes. These are areas of study open to future research.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The marked increase in research studying the mechanisms and efficacy of hypnosis for chronic pain management in the past decade has yielded important findings that have important implications for chronic pain treatment. Although response to hypnosis and training in self-hypnosis is variable (i.e., not all patients benefit), the available evidence indicates that hypnosis can significantly reduce average daily pain and result in benefits in other pain-related outcome domains for many individuals. Hypnosis may also work synergistically with other psychological and physical interventions to enhance their efficacy. The evidence showing that hypnosis can impact pain via multiple mechanisms indicates that clinicians using hypnosis should provide a variety of hypnotic suggestions for their patients with chronic pain in order to maximize the chances of success. More research is needed to help identify the potential moderators of hypnotic treatment and suggestions (e.g., the extent to which a formal hypnotic induction is necessary for positive outcomes, the ideal "dose" or number of sessions needed) to help (1) understand the mechanisms of hypnotic analgesia and (2) create an empirical basis for making hypnotic treatments even more effective. Ultimately, the findings suggest that individuals with chronic pain will be better served if their treatment providers incorporate hypnotic procedures into their treatment protocols.
